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Success Criteria

• I can play cooperatively with a partner

• I can select the appropriate action for the situation

• I can use some tactics to make it difficult for my opponent to return the ball

• I can use the rules of the game consistently

YEAR 6

Tennis
Lesson 7

Learning Objective
To work co-operatively with a partner and employ tactics to outwit an opponent.

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/
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Handy Hints
Work together to close down the space on your court.

Equipment

Optional:
Tennis nets

Cones x 60

Tennis Balls x 15

Tennis rackets x 30
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Warm Up and Introduction
10 Mins

Teacher note: courts can be set up using cones and nets can be represented by a line of cones or using tennis nets if they are accessible.

Hit and run:
Pupils work in pairs. One pupil will begin with a racket and ball and the other pupi is the runner. All pupils begin at one end of the teaching space. The runner completes six lengths of the

teaching area whilst their partner performs an individual skill using the racket and ball. Every six lengths the pairs switch roles. Individual racket and ball skills could include:

Tap ups: hitting the ball up to themselves
Alternating tap ups: hitting the ball up to themselves but turning the racket over between each hit.
Tap downs: bouncing the ball down towards the floor.
Alternating tap downs: bouncing the ball down towards the floor but turning the racket over between each bounce.
Edges: using the edge of the racket to hit the ball up or down. 

 

How to win a point:
Recap with the pupils how to win a point in tennis:

Opponent hits the ball in the net.
Opponent hits the ball out of the court area.
Opponent misses the ball.
Ball bounces twice.
Opponent does a double fault (meaning if they serve the ball and it hits the net, doesn’t land on their opponent’s side, they can have another go. If they
miss again it is a double fault.)
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Skill Development
30 Mins

Challengers and champions:
Pupils play in groups of six, within their group, they play in pairs. One pair starts on one side of the net as the ‘champions.’ The other two pairs are ‘challengers’ and take turns to face

their champions. Each pair plays a point. If the challengers beat the champions, they take their place on the other side of the net.

Teacher note: this set up will be used throughout the lesson. This activity introduces the pupils to how the game will be played.

Playing as a pair, tactics:
Discuss with the pupils that when playing in doubles, they can set up in different ways to try to win the point. One tactic would be to have one of their pair start at the net and the other at

the baseline. This way, they are covering the space between them on their side of the court and closing down the space behind the net player making it difficult for their opponent to play

into that side of the court. Another tactic could be that they both come to the net. Why would this be a good idea?

Teacher note: when playing at the net, they are more likely to use a volley which is an attacking shot. This means that your opponent has little time to react and return the ball.

 
Avoiding the net player:
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Pupils set up in their same groups with challengers on one side and champions on the other. Pairs set up with one of their pair at the net and one at the baseline. The pair who are the

challengers begin with the ball, with the pupil at the baseline underarm serving to start off the point. Pupils play out the point, trying to avoid the net player. If the ball goes near the net

player, a pair puts themselves in danger of having an offensive shot played at them.

Net players: try to win the point by volleying the ball.

Baseline players: try to avoid the net player by playing the ball across the court.

Make this harder by saying that the challengers have to win two points to swap places with the champions.

 

Coming to the net:
Pupils set up in their same groups with challengers on one side and champions on the other. Pairs set up with one of their pair at the net and one at the baseline. The pair who are the

challengers begin with the ball, with the pupil at the baseline underarm serving to start off the point. As soon as the player has underarm served the ball, they run immediately into the net

to put pressure on the champions. Ask the challengers ‘how does this put pressure the champions?’

Challengers: by running to the net, you create a wall which the champions then have to try to play past.

Make this harder by saying that the challengers have to win two points to swap places with the champions.
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Plenary

 

Challengers and champions:
Allow pupils time in their pairs to discuss the tactics they have used and which were successful for them. Set up five courts and select five pairs to be the ‘champions,’ one pair on each

court. The rest of the pairs are ‘challengers’ and line up facing one of the five ‘champions.’ Each pair plays a point. If the challengers beat the champions, they take their place on the

other side of the net. If not, the challengers move on to a new court to challenge another pair of champions.

5 Mins

Which tactics were successful for you and your partner?

Did you use any other tactics?

Which other pair did you see using tactics successfully?


